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ABSTRACT 

 

Cellulose derivatives were electrospun into nonwoven nanofiber mats via two 

fabrication routes, both of which produced appropriate physical and chemical 

properties to support biological indicators: (1) spinning of cellulose nitrate directly and 

(2) nitration of cellulose acetate nonwoven mats after spinning. For both methods, the 

morphology of the fibers was analyzed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

and use of ImageJ software; the chemical structure of the polymer was analyzed 

through Fourir transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS); and tensile strength of each nonwoven mat was analyzed through 

tensile testing.  Ultimately, both approaches produced nanofiber mats with comparable 

physical properties.  However, only the mats from the first method contained nitrate 

groups at the fiber surface. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Background 

Due to their unique properties, fibers have recently been incorporated into a 

variety of new materials for use in non-textile applications—ranging from super-

strong carbon fiber composites to highly efficient fiber-optic cables [1]-[2].  One such 

emerging application is the use of nanofiberous membranes in biomedical and 

biological engineering [3]-[6].  These materials easily lend themselves as an 

appropriate medium for cell growth, catalysts, indicators, or biosensors due to their 

unique shape: because nanofibers possess a high surface area to volume ratio, 

abundant reaction or adhesion at the surface can be achieved with a relatively small 

amount of membrane material [7].   

To make these nanofibrious membranes, a process is used called 

electrospinning.  Electrospinning is a fabrication method which utilizes an electric 

charge gradient rather than a mechanical force to synthesize both individual fibers 

with diameters in the micro/nano range and also non-woven fabrics from such fibers 

[8]-[10]. When electrospinning from polymer solution, the spinning apparatus consists 

of a syringe supplying the spinning dope to a charged needle, an air gap of 5-20 

centimeters, and a grounded metal collection plate.  As the spinning dope is pushed 

through the syringe tip, the voltage difference between the syringe and the collection 

plate forces the polymer solution across the air gap, simultaneously allowing the 

solvent to evaporate and drawing the polymer (solute) into an ultra-fine fiber [8].  As 

these fibers are deposited randomly on the collection plate, they can form isotropic 

mats of nonwoven fabrics [9].   

To produce biocompatible membranes through electrospinning, many 

materials can potentially be used.  In recent years, electrospinning has been shown to 
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have promising results for a variety of both melt and solution spinning dopes, 

producing fibers containing materials ranging from polymers to ceramics and 

composites [10].  Among these materials is a water soluble B-complex vitamin called 

biotin, which is often used as a protein binding site for biological indicators or 

biosensors [11]-[14].  Previously, biotin has been incorporated into polylactic acid 

nanofiber mats for such use [15]. In this case, biotin was added to the spinning dope 

directly and biotin at the fiber surface successfully bound streptavidin protein; 

however, most of the biotin was not at the fiber surface and therefore was not 

available for protein binding [16].   

To improve on these results, another option could be to spin fibers from 

biocompatible polymers that bind readily with proteins and would not require an 

additive, such as biotin, for binding to occur.  One such polymer is cellulose-nitrate, 

an explosive derivative of cellulose which can easily bind due to its active nitrate 

groups and has long shown biocompatibility [17]-[20].  As a non-fibrous membrane, 

cellulose nitrate filters have been successfully used as a binding site for an array of 

biological components including fragments of DNA, RNA, nucleic acids, and 

proteins, showing considerably superior results when compared with similar materials 

[21].  This makes cellulose nitrate an ideal material to explore as a possible option for 

biocompatible nanofibrious membranes. 

Previously, fibers containing cellulose and its derivatives have been produced 

from solution electrospinning under a multitude of spinning conditions, with particular 

viability shown for cellulose-acetate to produce consistent fibers and robust nonwoven 

mats [22], [23]. Conversely, cellulose-nitrate-acetate has only shown limited spinning 

success, producing fibers with inconsistent diameters and nonwoven fabrics which 

were flimsy and fluffy [24].  Building on this previous work, the production of robust 

cellulose nitrate nanofiber membranes could be achieved two ways.  Either the surface 
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functionality of robust cellulose-acetate membranes could be altered to incorporate a 

nitrate group, or the cohesion of flimsy cellulose-nitrate membranes could be altered 

to improve robustness.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The manipulation of the surface functionality of nanofibers has been explored 

through multiple approaches, including the manipulation of the spinning dope and the 

use of reactive blocking treatments post-spinning [25], [26].   In the specific case of 

surface functionalizing cellulose, whether fibrous or otherwise, most work has 

centered around the idea of bulk surface treatment after fabrication [27].  These 

studies have produced a range of success. In one study, cyclohexane plasma was tested 

with the intention to functionalize the surface of cellulose filter paper through the 

deposition of a hydrophobic polymer layer.  However, although the morphology of the 

filter paper was maintained, no significant change was noted in the hydrophobic 

adhesion at the surface [28].   In another study, nanofibers of bacterial cellulose were 

acetylated at the surface while maintaining the fiber morphology.  In this case, the 

fibers were treated with varying amounts of acetic anhydride in a solution of acetic 
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acid, toluene, and perchloric acid [29]. In yet another work, saline surface treatment of 

microfillibrated cellulose within a cellulose acetate matrix has shown promising 

results in simultaneously increasing tensile strength and surface hydrophobicity [30].  

These previous findings give a positive outlook on the possibility of surface 

functionalizing of cellulose acetate membranes. 

In this case, the surface of the cellulose acetate nanofibers would need to be 

altered to include a nitrate group, thus involving nitration [31]. The established 

methods for nitrating cellulose are varied in both starting materials and nitration 

reagents, and none produce a complete conversation of all three functional groups to 

nitrate.  In an early study, a 99% yield of 3,6-dinitrate was produced by the reaction of 

cotton with pyridine-hydroxylamine [32].  In yet another study, various schemes of 

nitration were tested using two different cellulose sources (wood powder and wood 

cellulose) and two different nitration reagents (a mixture of nitric acid and 

phosphorous pentaoxide and a mixture of nitric acid and acetic anhydride) to produce 

a 95% conversion to cellulose trinitrate [33].  Nitration can also be directly carried out 

using only nitric acid as a reagent [31], [34]. 

In addition to the surface functionality of cellulose-based nanofiber 

membranes, robustness and strength are also key factors in evaluating usefulness.  One 

common model which is used to explain the tensile behavior of fibers is the random 

fiber bundle (RFB) model, which assumes that the strength of the fibers is distributed 

uniformly within a finite interval and that the global load is shared among all 

unbroken fibers in the bundle [35]-[37].  For electrospun fibers, it is theorized that 

high surface interaction also plays a role.  In nanofibers, strength is expected to not 

only derive from the mechanical interlocking mechanism of load transfer (due to the 

irregular void structure of the nonwoven membrane) but also to come from increased 

surface adhesion (due to the high surface area of the fibers) [38].   Therefore, an 
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increase in the adhesion between individual fibers would likely increase the overall 

robustness of a nanofiber membrane. 

Although cellulose and its derivatives have been used in a range of 

biocompatible materials, no unifying theory has been widely accepted to explain its 

adhesion phenomena. This owes largely to an overlap in mechanical, physical, and 

chemical forces [39].  In addition, the shape of a cellulose-based material can also 

impact its properties.  In the case of cellulose fibers, the effect of hydrogen bonds at 

the surface becomes more pronounced during fiber-fiber interactions as the fiber 

diameter moves to the nano-scale [39].  This fiber-fiber bond could likely be further 

increased through treatment post-fabrication, namely from thermal or solvent bonding 

[40].  Due to the explosive nature of cellulose nitrate when heated, thermal bonding is 

likely to be a safer option [31]. 

 

Research Approach 

This research project attempted to build on previous results by producing 

nanofiber mats with active nitrate groups at the surface and improved tensile 

properties.  Two approaches were investigated to achieve this goal: the first approach 

was to spin cellulose-nitrate directly and subsequently increase the fiber bonding 

through finishing steps; the second approach was to spin cellulose-acetate and then 

perform a nitration at the surface of the spun fiber.  For both methods, the morphology 

of the fibers was analyzed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and use of 

ImageJ software; the chemical structure of the polymer was analyzed through Fourir 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS); 

and tensile strength of each nonwoven mat was analyzed through tensile testing.  SEM 

verified the physical structure of the sample, confirming that the mats are comprised 

of nanofibers, and illuminated any visual changes in the morphology of the sample 
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before and after treatment.  This technique worked through measurement of the 

interactions of a beam of electrons with the surface of the sample, producing detailed 

images.  These images were further analyzed using ImageJ software to measure 

changes in average pore size.  FTIR was used to verify the bulk chemical structure of 

each sample and more specifically to determine the presence of nitrate groups within 

each sample.  This technique worked through obtaining an infrared spectrum of 

absorbance or emission over a large range of wavelengths.  These spectra were 

compared to the spectra of known materials to determine or verify chemical structure.  

In addition, the chemical structure at the surface was more closely examined using 

XPS.  This technique worked through measurement of the kinetic energy and number 

of electrons which escape from the surface of the material while being irradiated with 

a beam of x-rays.  Based on previously known energy states of each element, the 

elements and their relative concentration at the surface can be determined.  Finally, 

tensile testing was used to determine the nature of the fiber-fiber bonding within mats 

after various treatments.  For each tensile test, a sample was held between two clamps 

and pulled at a constant rate and force to determine characteristics of its tensile 

strength, including insights into the elasticity/brittleness of each sample and its 

maximum load to break.  The specific objectives of this project were thus outlined. 
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Objectives 

The goal of this project was to create robust cellulose-nitrate mats through two 

novel processes.  To analyze and characterize these mats, the following hypotheses 

were tested: 

Method 1: Spinning of Cellulose Nitrate Fibers Directly 

Hypothesis 1.1: Cellulose-nitrate can be consistently made into uniform  

solutions. 

Hypothesis 1.2: Cellulose-nitrate solutions can be electrospun into  

nanofibers, ultimately forming nonwoven mats. 

Hypothesis 1.3: The mechanical properties of cellulose-nitrate mats can  

be changed through finishing steps designed to improve fiber-fiber bonding. 

 

Method 2: Spinning and Subsequent Nitration of Cellulose Acetate Fibers 

Hypothesis 2.1: Cellulose-acetate can be consistently made into uniform 

solutions. 

Hypothesis 2.2: Cellulose-acetate solutions can be electrospun into nanofibers, 

ultimately forming nonwoven mats. 

Hypothesis 2.3: The bonding and chemical structure at the surface of cellulose-

acetate mats can be changed through controlled nitration, changing the tensile 

strength and mechanical properties of the mats. 
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Preliminary Work and Experimental Design 

A variety of preliminary tests were used to determine a viable solvent system, 

ideal spinning conditions, and the most promising range of finishing treatments for the 

final experiments with both cellulose acetate and cellulose nitrate.  In both cases, a 

solvent system and concentration were chosen, spinning conditions were established, 

and finishing treatments were tested. 

Cellulose Acetate 

 Originally, the intention of this project was to improve the cohesion of 

cellulose-nitrate-acetate nanofiber mats outlined in previous work [24].  In this 

previous method, cellulose acetate was first nitrated and then spun.  However, after 

many attempts, these results could not be replicated, because the cellulose-nitrate-

acetate would not dissolve in acetone as described.  In hindsight, this could possibly 

be due to the reaction degrading the cellulose-acetate rather than producing cellulose-

nitrate-acetate.  It was, nevertheless, observed that the cellulose acetate would become 

“sticky” or “gum-like” during the nitration process.  Therefore, the idea of spinning 

cellulose acetate first, then nitrating the surface under mild conditions was pursued 

instead.  This nitration, it was thought, would achieve two main goals in one step: both 

increasing the cohesion between the fibers as the surfaces become “sticky” and 

increasing the number of nitrate groups available at the surface. 

Since robust and repeatable methods for the dissolving and spinning of 

cellulose acetate had previously been established [41], these solution and 

electrospinning conditions were adopted.  To determine the range of nitration 

conditions that would be most viable, cellulose acetate was spun onto glass slides, 

nitrated under various conditions, and examined via light microscopy to see if the fiber 

morphology was intact.  Based on this preliminary data (+,-./!", 01234/!#), the most 
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viable finishing treatment conditions were determined to be 0.9M and 1.8M nitric acid 

for 20 minutes and 24 hours. 
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Cellulose Nitrate 

 Due to its high flammability, pure cellulose nitrate is not readily available for 

purchase as a powdered reagent, which presented a difficulty for obtaining pre-

fabricated, pure cellulose nitrate.  To overcome this, filter paper made of pure 

cellulose nitrate was purchased instead and subsequently dissolved.  After a search of 

available literature, no publications which involved electrospinning cellulose nitrate 

could be found, so a viable solvent system and spinning conditions had to be 

determined through systematic testing.  Based on the solubility information available 

on cellulose nitrate [42], acetone and methyl-ethyl-ketone were explored as solvents 

(+,-./!#).  Acetone yielded the best spinning results. 
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 Next, treatment conditions to improve the fiber-fiber bonding of the cellulose 

nitrate fibers were explored.  Heat treatment was ruled out due to the flammability of 

the cellulose nitrate.  A safer alternative was explored: exposure of the samples to 

small concentrations of solvent.  It was thought that this would allow the surface of the 

fibers to partially dissolve together, leaving the overall fiber morphology intact.  In a 

preliminary test, cellulose nitrate was spun onto glass slides and exposed to various 

concentrations of acetone in water for either 20 minutes or 24 hours.  Based on the 

results from this test (+,-./!$, 01234/!$), 1:19 and 1:9 v:v Acetone:Water for 20 

minutes and 24 hours were chosen as the most viable finishing treatments.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Final Materials and Methods 

Materials 

M/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!N,>/8I.!>7:8/:8A!$5<*!J8OP!=:A!$;P;;;Q!J,G!H34>F,G/@!

R479!?.@41>F!MF/91>,.!M7!NK8<!E731GP!=SQ<   Whatman brand cellulose nitrate 

membrane filters (diameter 142mm, pore size 0.45 µm), concentrated nitric acid, and  

acetone were purchased from VWR International (West Chester, PA).  

 

Preparation of Solutions 

M/..3.7G/T:184,8/!G7.3817:G!N"#!J8OQ!J/4/!9,@/!-I!@1GG7.B1:2!>/..3.7G/T

:184,8/!R1.8/4!H,H/4!1:!,>/87:/!,8!4779!8/9H/4,834/<!!M/..3.7G/T,>/8,8/!G7.3817:G!

N")!J8OQ!J/4/!9,@/!-I!@1GG7.B1:2!>/..3.7G/T,>/8,8/!1:!,>/87:/!,:@!J,8/4!N*'A"'!

?>/87:/A!U,8/4!BVBQ!,8!4779!8/9H/4,834/<!!!L,>F!G7.3817:!J,G!GF,W/:!7B/4:12F8!

3G1:2!,!J41G8!,>817:!GF,W/4!NX344/..!K>1/:81R1>!Y:><P!Z188G-342FP!Z?Q!H4174!87!

GH1::1:2<!

 

Electrospinning 

The electrospinning apparatus consisted of a programmable syringe pump 

(Harvard Apparatus, MA) and a high-voltage supply (Gamma High Voltage Research 

Inc., FL).  For small scale spinning, a stationary copper collection plate was used; for 

large scale, a rotating copper “wheel” covered in aluminum foil was used.  The 

following conditions were used for cellulose nitrate and cellulose acetate.  

Cellulose Nitrate: 

Small Scale: 15 kV voltage difference, 25 !L/min flow rate, 10 cm spin 

distance, copper collection plate covered in aluminum foil.  The 

preliminary samples were collected for 5 to 15 minutes. 
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Large Scale: 17 kV voltage difference, 15 !L/min flow rate, 6 cm spin 

distance, copper collection “wheel” covered in aluminum foil.   The 

large scale sample was collected for 3 hours.   This produced a 

nonwoven fabric 36 inches long, 6 inches of which was used for post 

treatment studies. 

Cellulose Acetate: 

Small Scale: 10 kV voltage difference, 45 !L/min flow rate, 10 cm spin 

distance, copper collection plate covered in aluminum foil.  The 

preliminary samples were collected for 5 to 15 minutes. 

Large Scale: 17 kV voltage difference, 20 !L/min flow rate, 6 cm spin 

distance, copper collection “wheel” covered in aluminum foil.  The 

large scale sample was collected 3.5 hours.  This produced a nonwoven 

fabric 36 inches long, 6 inches of which was used for post treatment 

studies. 
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Sampling  

To ensure the least variation between samples, all samples for tensile tests 

were cut from the same piece of 6 inch by 36 inch nonwoven fabric produced from 

large-scale spinning.  These formed approximately 6 inch square mats, which were 

subsequently treated and cut into smaller samples.  

!"#$%&'H)'*,<<&%'3,++&30",7'IJE&&+K'&+&30%,-<"77"7#'1<<1%10$-='
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Finishing Treatments 

The nonwoven mats were subjected to newly mixed solutions in covered pyrex 

Petri dishes at room temperature.  In each case, a sample from large-scale spinning, 

which was still attached to aluminum foil, was submerged in solution for either 20 

minutes or 24 hours.  Each sample was subsequently dried at room temperature under 

vacuum for 24 hours. +F/!:7:J7B/:!9,8G!J/4/!G3-[/>8/@!87!B,4I1:2!

>7:>/:84,817:G!7R!,>/87:/!N"A5!,:@!"A"5!?>/87:/AU,8/4!BVBQ<!!The cellulose acetate 

nonwoven mats were subjected to varying nitric acid concentrations (1.8M and 0.9M) 

and were subsequently rinsed in running water for 30 minutes to remove residual acid 

prior to drying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instron Tensile Testing 

+7!8/G8!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/!R1-/4!9,8GP!8/:G1./!8/G81:2!J,G!

H/4R749/@!7:!R1B/!G,9H./G!,>>74@1:2!87!?K+=!G8,:@,4@!\($*T;#,!J18F!,:!

Y:G847:!''((!/]31HH/@!J18F!,!";;!6!.7,@T>/..P!('O!4779!F391@18IP!,8!#$ºM!,:@!

>47GGF/,@!GH//@!7R!";99V91:<!!L,>F!G,9H./!J,G!>7:@1817:/@!R74!,8!./,G8!#&!

F734G!H4174!87!8/G81:2<!!L,>F!@,8,!H71:8!J,G!R73:@!87!-/!J18F1:!>79H.1,:>/!7R!8F1G!

G8,:@,4@<!!+7!H4/H,4/!8F/!G,9H./G!R74!8/:G1./!8/G81:2P!/,>F!;<;#!99!8F1>W!G,9H./!

!"#$%&'L)'BA70E&0"3'B3E&:&',5'/"0%10",7'



! "(!

J,G!H3:>F/@!1:87!@72T-7:/!GF,H/!J18F!,!@19/:G17:!7R!($<'!D!5<'$!D!$<"*!99$!

N\1/!?K+=!\T($*!8IH/!^P!S\M!+77.1:2!_!=7.@GQ!3G1:2!,!9,:3,.!8/G8!GH/>19/:!

>3881:2!>.1>W/4!H4/GG!NE3>41G!=?!K/41/4G!$P!Z?+!67!(((#*(!?Q<!!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

+/:G1./!@,8,!J,G!4/>74@/@!B1,!Y:G847:!X.3/F1..`!G7R8J,4/!NB/4G17:!

"<#<#'$Q!3G1:2!8F/!>7:847.!97@/!R74!8/:G1./!/D8/:G17:!,:@!,!5;O!.7,@!@47H<!!Y:!

,:,.IG1G!7R!8F1G!@,8,P!8F/!a73:2bG!97@3.3G!J,G!>,.>3.,8/@!-I!9/,G341:2!8F/!G.7H/!

7R!8F/!/.,G81>!4/217:!7:!,!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/<!

!

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 To confirm the chemical structure of each sample, FTIR spectroscopy was 

performed using a PerkinElmer Nicolet Magna 560 IR spectrometer (Madison, WI).  

Each spectrum was collected and processed with OMNIC ® software, using 65 scans, 

a spectral range of 550 to 4000, a resolution of 4, a laser frequency of 15798.0 cm
-1

, a 

data spacing of 1.928 cm
-1

, an auto gain of 8, and an aperture of 69. 

 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

 To determine the elemental composition at the surface of each sample, XPS 

was performed using a Surface Science Instruments XPS model SSX-100.  Each 

spectrum was collected under vacuum and processed with CasaXPS ® software using 

!"#$%&'M)'B3E&:10"3',5'*$0'>&7-"+&'B1:<+&='
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10 scans, a 55 degree emission angle, a 35 degree takeoff angle, and a binding energy 

range between 0 and 1200 eV. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Image J 

SEM images were produced using a Leica 440 scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) at 15 kV.  Samples were coated for 30 seconds with 10 nm Au–Pd prior to 

imaging.  These images were analyzed using ImageJ software to determine pore 

measurements.   



! "*!

CHAPTER 3 

Results and Discussion 

07..7J1:2!8F/!H47>/@34/G!H4/B173G.I!738.1:/@P!R1R8I!G,9H./G!/,>F!7R!

>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!,:@!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!J/4/!H4/H,4/@!,:@!8/G8/@!87!@/8/491:/!

8F/14!8/:G1./!H47H/481/G<!!01B/!G,9H./G!4/H4/G/:81:2!/,>F!7R!8F/!/12F8!84/,89/:8G!

74!8J7!>7:847.!>7:@1817:G!N:7!84/,89/:8Q!J/4/!8/G8/@!-,G/@!7:!-78F!@14/>817:G!7R!

R,-41>,817:!NJ18F!74!,2,1:G8!8F/!GH1:!24,1:Q<!!+F1G!@,8,!J,G!3G/@!87!>,.>3.,8/!8F/!

I73:2bG!97@3.3GP!/D8/:G17:!,8!-4/,WP!,:@!R74>/!87!-4/,W!R74!/,>F!84/,89/:8!

7H817:!,:@!>79H,4/!87!8F/!>7:847.!N:7!84/,89/:8Q!1:!/,>F!>,G/<!!L,>F!@,8,!H71:8!

J,G!@/8/491:/@!87!-/!J18F1:!>79H.1,:>/!7R!8F/!?K+=!G8,:@,4@!\($*T;#,P!

9,W1:2!/,>F!H71:8!,>>34,8/!87!,!5'O!>7:R1@/:>/!1:8/4B,.<!!S:>/!-47W/:!8F4732F!

8/:G1./!8/G81:2P!4/H4/G/:8,81B/!G,9H./G!J/4/!19,2/@!,8!8F/14!-4/,WH71:8G!B1,!KL=!

,:@!>F/91>,..I!>F,4,>8/41c/@!B1,!0+Yd!,:@!eZK< 

 

Instron Tensile Testing 

 Cellulose Acetate 

UF/:!/D,91:1:2!8F/!@,8,!R74!8F/!/D8/:G17:!,8!-4/,W!N01234/!5Q!,:@!R74>/!

87!-4/,W!N01234/!";Q!7R!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/P!8F/4/!1G!:7!G8,81G81>,..I!G12:1R1>,:8!

>F,:2/!1:!8F/!/.7:2,817:!74!G84/:28F!7R!8F/!9,8G!-/R74/!,:@!,R8/4!84/,89/:8<!!Y:!

8F/!>,G/!7R!8F/!a73:2bG!97@3.3G!N01234/!*QP!F7J/B/4P!8F/4/!1G!7:/!84/,89/:8!8F,8!

H47@3>/@!,!G8,81G81>,..I!G12:1R1>,:8!.7GG!1:!=Z,!G84/GG!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:!JF/:!

>79H,4/@!87!8F/!>7:847.<!!+F1G!J,G!8F/!9/,G34/9/:8!7R!G,9H./G!>38!1:!8F/!

@14/>817:!7R!8F/!GH1::1:2!24,1:!,R8/4!#&!F734G!7R!G3-9/4G17:!1:!;<5=!:1841>!,>1@<!!

?.8F732F!8F1G!G8,81G81>,.!G12:1R1>,:>/!1G!:78!9,1:8,1:/@!1:!8F/!G,9H./G!>38!,2,1:G8!

8F/!GH1::1:2!24,1:P!8F/4/!@7/G!,HH/,4!87!-/!,!.7GG!1:!8F,8!>7../>817:!7R!G,9H./G!,G!

J/..f!8F/!9/,:!7R!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!R74!8F/!#&!F734!84/,89/:8!1:!;<5=!:1841>!



! "5!

,>1@!-78F!R74!,:@!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!,4/!8F/!8J7!.7J/G8!B,.3/G!,97:2!,..!>7:@1817:G!

8/G8/@<!!+F1G!1G!,!G34H41G1:2!4/G3.8P!-/>,3G/!F,4GF/4!84/,89/:8G!J/4/!,.G7!8/G8/@!

R74!.7:2/4!819/G<!!S:/!G322/G817:!R74!8F1G!3:/DH/>8/@!4/G3.8!1G!8F,8!8F/!/DH7G34/!

87!8F1G!.7J!>7:>/:84,817:!7R!:1841>!,>1@!R74!,!.7:2/4!,973:8!7R!819/!J74W/@!87!

-4/,W!@7J:!8F/!>F/91>,.!G843>834/!7R!8F/!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!97./>3./G!J18F738!

1:>4/,G1:2!8F/!-7:@1:2!-/8J//:!8F/!R1-/4G<!!Y:!78F/4!J74@GP!8F1G!84/,89/:8!7H817:!

9,I!F,B/!-//:!F,4GF!/:732F!87!3:@/491:/!8F/!1:8/2418I!7R!8F/!R1-/4G!NJF1>F!

J73.@!9,W/!8F/9!J/,W/4Q!JF1./!G81..!-/1:2!91.@!/:732F!87!:78!G7R8/:!8F/14!

G34R,>/G!872/8F/4!NJF1>F!J73.@!9,W/!8F/9!G847:2/4Q<!

 



! #;!

!

!"#$%&'N)'O,$7#P-'Q,8$+$-'8101'5,%'3&++$+,-&'13&010&='



! #"!

!

!"#$%&'R)'G;0&7-",7'10'6%&1S'8101'5,%'3&++$+,-&'13&010&='
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!

!"#$%&'(9)'!,%3&'0,'6%&1S'8101'5,%'3&++$+,-&'13&010&='

! !!



! #$!

!

!"#$%&'(()'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'13&010&'6&5,%&'0%&10:&70'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'

#%1"7'U6V='

! LB/:!J18F738!84/,89/:8P!8F/!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!9,8G!/DF1-18/@!,!GF,4H!

-4/,WH71:8!G322/G81:2!8F,8!8F/!9,8/41,.!-4/,WG!,G!,!>7:81:373G!JF7./!4,8F/4!8F,:!

R,..1:2!,H,48!G.7J.I!74!-4/,W1:2!7:/!R1-41.!,8!,!819/!N01234/!""Q<!!!!+F/!

,HH47D19,8/.I!.1:/,4!>34B/G!GF7J!8F,8!8F/!-4/,WG!/,>F!7>>34!1:!8F/!/.,G81>!4/217:!

7R!8F/!9,8/41,.!,:@!8F,8!8F/4/R74/!8F/!9,8/41,.!1G!-4188./<!!!

UF/:!8/G81:2!G,9H./G!8F,8!J/4/!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:P!-4/,W!H71:8G!J/4/!

2473H/@!>.7G/.I!,473:@!"<$O!G84,1:!J18F!7:.I!7:/!G,9H./!4/,>F1:2!

,HH47D19,8/.I!#<&O!G84,1:!-/R74/!-4/,W1:2P!JF/4/,G!G,9H./G!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!

24,1:!/DF1-18/@!8F/!7HH7G18/!G84,1:!-/F,B174A!7:.I!7:/!G,9H./!/DF1-18G!,!

-4/,WH71:8!,8!"<&O!G84,1:!JF1./!8F/!4/G8!,4/!2473H/@!-/8J//:!#<#O!,:@!#<5O!

G84,1:<!!!+F1G!G322/G8G!8F,8!8F/!G,9H./G!9,I!-/!,:1G7847H1>!@3/!87!8F/!9/8F7@!7R!

GH1::1:2P!J18F!G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!-4/,W1:2!,8!,!.7J/4!G84,1:!H/4>/:8!8F,:!

8F7G/!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:<!!!



! #&!

!

!"#$%&'(4)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'13&010&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'9=RQ'7"0%"3'13"8'5,%'49'

:"7$0&-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

\341:2!8F/!97G8!91.@!84/,89/:8!7H817:P!#;!91:38/!/DH7G34/!87!;<5!=!:1841>!

,>1@P!,!:/J!HF/:79/:,!-/21:G!87!,HH/,4!1:!8F/!-4/,W!-/F,B174A!GH/>1R1>,..IP!8F/!

,HH/,4,:>/!7R!G/91TGF,4H!-4/,WG!,97:2!J/,W/4!G,9H./G!N01234/!"#Q<!!

Z4/B173G.IP!J18F!:7!84/,89/:8P!8F/!GF,H/!7R!8F/!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/!GF7J/@!,!

>./,:!-4/,W!1:!,..!>,G/G!N01234/!""Q<!!C7J/B/4P!,R8/4!8F1G!84/,89/:8!8J7!G,9H./G!

J18F!8F/!R1-/4!24,1:!NG,9H./G!$!,:@!'Q!,:@!8F4//!G,9H./G!,2,1:G8!8F/!R1-/4!24,1:!

NG,9H./G!#P!$P!,:@!'Q!/DF1-18!,!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/14!-4/,WH71:8G<!!Y:!8F/G/!

>,G/GP!8F/4/!1G!G81..!,!>./,4!-4/,W!H71:8P!-38!4,8F/4!8F,:!/DF1-181:2!,!.7GG!7R!:/,4.I!

,..!G84/:28F!,8!7:>/P!8F/!G,9H./G!.7G/!8/:G1./!G84/:28F!,8!4,:@79!1:8/4B,.G<!!+F1G!

G322/G8G!-4/,W1:2!,G!G9,../4P!G/H,4,8/!/:8181/G!4,8F/4!8F,:!7:/!>7:81:373G!JF7./!

,G!-/R74/<!!?.G7P!1:!8F/G/!>,G/GP!,!@/>4/,G/!1:!-78F!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!,:@!R74>/!

,8!-4/,W!1G!,.G7!7-G/4B/@<!!?G!G8,8/@!H4/B173G.IP!8F1G!>73.@!H7GG1-.I!-/!/DH.,1:/@!

-I!8F/!84/,89/:8!-/1:2!877!91.@!87!1:>4/,G/!R1-/4!-7:@1:2!JF1./!G81..!-/1:2!G847:2!

/:732F!87!@/>4/,G/!8F/!1:8/2418I!7R!8F/!R1-/4G!1:!G79/!>,G/G<!

!



! #'!

!

!"#$%&'(D)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'13&010&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'9=RQ'/"0%"3'23"8'5,%'4F'

E,$%-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! Y:!8F/!>,G/!7R!8F/!#&!F734!84/,89/:8!7R!;<5!:1841>!,>1@P!-78F!>79H./8/.I!

GF,4H!,:@!G/91TGF,4H!-4/,WH71:8G!,4/!7-G/4B/@!N01234/!"$Q<!!?.G7P!G191.,4.I!87!

8F/!:7!84/,89/:8!7H817:P!/,>F!2473H1:2!G//9G!87!R749!,!GH/>1R1>!84/:@!JF1>F!7:/!

G,9H./!7:!8F/!24,HF!@7/G!:78!R7..7J<!!Y:!8F1G!>,G/P!F7J/B/4P!8F1G!84/:@!G//9G!87!

-/!1:!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!N,G!B1G1-./!-I!8F/!.1:/,4!H74817:!7R!/,>F!>34B/Q<!!?..!-38!

7:/!G,9H./!NG,9H./!#Q!,97:2!8F/!G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!/DF1-18!,!I73:2bG!

97@3.3G!>.7G/!87!;<*!=Z,!G84/GG!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:P!JF/4/,G!,..!-38!7:/!G,9H./!

NG,9H./!#P!,2,1:Q!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!2473H!,473:@!#<'!=Z,!G84/GG!H/4!H/4>/:8!

G84,1:<!!!Y:841231:2.IP!8F/!-4/,WH71:8G!1:!-78F!2473H1:2G!,4/!G/91TGF,4H!1:!,..!

>,G/G<!!+F1G!G322/G8G!8F,8!JF,8/B/4!1G!>F,:21:2!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,WH71:8GP!9,I!

:78!F,B/!,!@14/>8!>744/.,817:!7:!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!7R!8F/!9,8/41,.<!!Y:!78F/4!

J74@GP!8F732F!8F/!84/,89/:8!9,I!-/!>F,:21:2!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,WP!18!1G!:78!

G84/:28F/:1:2!74!J/,W/:1:2!8F/!9,8/41,.!1:!8F/!H47>/GG<!!+F1G!84/,89/:8!9,IP!

F7J/B/4P!-/!>F,:21:2!8F/!/.,G81>18I<!!!K,9H./!'!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!,:@!G,9H./!#!

>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!/DF1-18!8F/!.,42/G8!G84,1:!H/4>/:8!-/R74/!-4/,W1:2!3H!87!8F1G!

H71:8<!!!



! #(!

!

!"#$%&'(F)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'13&010&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'(=NQ'/"0%"3'23"8'5,%'49'

:"7$0&-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! U18F!8F/!1:847@3>817:!7R!8F/!F,4GF/4!,>1@!84/,89/:8!7R!"<*=!:1841>!,>1@P!

/B/:!R74!,!GF748!819/!7R!#;!91:38/G!N01234/!"&QP!I/8!,:78F/4!:/J!-4/,W!-/F,B174!

1G!7-G/4B/@<!!+J7!G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!H4/G/:8!>79H./8/.I!3:1]3/!-4/,W!

-/F,B174f!G,9H./!'!GF7JG!/44,81>!-/F,B174!1:!8F/!G9778F:/GG!7R!18G!G84/GG!BG!

G84,1:!>34B/!18G/.RP!,:@!G,9H./!#!GF7JG!8F/!97G8!@4,G81>!G/91TGF,4H!.7GG!1:!

G84/:28F!I/8<!!?..!78F/4!>,G/GP!-78F!J18F!,:@!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:P!/DF1-18!GF,4H!-4/,W!

H71:8G<!!+F1G!@,8,!G322/G8G!8F,8!8F/!F,4GF/4!84/,89/:8!9,I!-/!J/,W/:1:2!8F/!

-7:@G!-/8J//:!R1-/4G!1:!G79/!G,9H./G!NG,9H./G!#!,:@!'!J18F!8F/!24,1:QP!JF1./!

G193.8,:/73G.I!974/!G847:2.I!-7:@1:2!,..!8F/!78F/4G<!



! #)!

!

!"#$%&'(H)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'13&010&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'(=NQ'/"0%"3'23"8'5,%'4F'

E,$%-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! 01:,..IP!8F/!F,4GF/G8!:1841>!,>1@!84/,89/:8!7R!"<*=!R74!#&!F734G!H4/G/:8G!,:!

1:841231:2!4,:2/!7R!4/G3.8G<!!+F/!G,9H./G!>38!-78F!J18F!,:@!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!

/DF1-18!,!J1@/!4,:2/!7R!-78F!G84/GG/G!,:@!G84,1:!H/4>/:8,2/G!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8G<!

?..!-4/,WH71:8G!,4/!/18F/4!G/91TGF,4H!NG,9H./G!"!,:@!'!>38!J18F!24,1:Q!74!GF,4H!

N,..!78F/4G!J18F!74!,2,1:G8!24,1:Q<!!Y:!,@@1817:P!8F/4/!G//9G!87!-/!8J7!2473H1:2G!7R!

8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!1:!/,>F!24,HF<!!?97:2!8F/!G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:P!8F4//!

NG,9H./G!"P!$P!,:@!&Q!F,B/!,!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!2473H/@!,473:@!#<$!=Z,!H/4!

H/4>/:8!G84,1:P!JF1./!8F/!78F/4!8J7!NG,9H./G!#!,:@!'Q!F,B/!,!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!

,473:@!;<*!=Z,!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:<!!!M7:B/4G./IP!8F4//!7R!8F/!G,9H./G!>38!,2,1:G8!

8F/!24,1:!NG,9H./G!$P!&P!,:@!'QP!F,B/!,!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!2473H/@!,473:@!'!=Z,!

H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:P!JF1./!8F/!4/9,1:1:2!8J7!NG,9H./G!"!,:@!#Q!F,B/!,!I73:2bG!

97@3.3G!,473:@!"<(!=Z,!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:<!!!

!



! #*!

Cellulose Nitrate 

 As with cellulose acetate, none of the treatments tested produced a statistically 

significant change in the extension at break (01234/!")) or the force to break (01234/!

"*), suggesting that the overall morphology of the samples was maintained.  However, 

there was a significant change in the young’s modulus of one of the treatments 

(01234/!"().  In the case of the harshest acetone treatment tested with the grain, a 24 

hour submersion of 1:9 (v:v) acetone to water, an average young’s modulus of more 

than twice that of the untreated sample was observed.  This is likely due to an increase 

in the bonds between the fibers at this treatment level.  
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!"#$%&'(R)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'7"0%10&'6&5,%&'0%&10:&70'J"0E'#%1"7'W,,:&8',$0'U1(VX'

J"0E'#%1"7'W,,:&8'"7'U14VX'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='Y7',%8&%'0,'Z"&J'1++'-0%&--'Z-'-0%1"7'3$%Z&-',7'0E&'

-1:&'1;"-'U0E$-':1S"7#'0E&:'&1-"&%'0,'3,:<1%&'8"%&30+AVX'1'W,,:&8',$0'178'1'W,,:&8'"7'Z&%-",7'J1-'

:18&',5'0E&'0&7-"+&'8101'%&<%&-&70"7#'7,'0%&10:&70'-1:<+&-'3$0'J"0E'0E&'#%1"7=''>E&'W,,:&8',$0'

Z&%-",7'-E,J-'1++',5'0E&'8101'3,++&30&8X'JE&%&1-'0E&'W,,:&8'"7'Z&%-",7'<%&-&70-':,-0',5'0E&'%&+&Z170'

8101',7'0E&'-1:&'1;"-'1-'1++',0E&%'-0%&--'Z-'-0%1"7'3$%Z&-'0E%,$#E,$0'0E"-'J,%S='

Y:!8F/!>,G/!7R!8F/!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!G,9H./G!8/G8/@!J18F738!,:I!84/,89/:8!

N01234/!"5QP!/B/4I!G,9H./!-78F!J18F!,:@!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!/DF1-18/@!,!-4/,W!H71:8!

1:!8F/!H.,G81>!4/217:!7R!8F/!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/P!,G!,HH,4/:8!-I!8F/!>7:>,B18I!7R!

8F/!24,HF!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8<!!+F1G!GF7JG!8F,8!8F/!9,8G!,4/!G84,1:!F,4@/:1:2!,:@!

@3>81./<!!Y:!,@@1817:P!:7!G,9H./!/DF1-18/@!,!GF,4H!-4/,W!,G!F,@!-//:!7-G/4B/@!

1:181,..I!J18F!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/<!!Y:G8/,@P!G,9H./G!-47W/!24,@3,..IP!G322/G81:2!8F,8!

8F/!R1-/4G!-4/,W!G/H,4,8/.I!4,8F/4!8F,:!8F/!9,8!-4/,W1:2!,G!7:/!>7F/4/:8!H1/>/<!!!

074!8F/!G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:P!,!G8,22/41:2!4,:2/!7R!-4/,W!>F,4,>8/41G81>G!1G!



! $#!

H4/G/:8f!-78F!1:!8F/!GF,H/!7R!8F/!>34B/G!8F/9G/.B/G!NR479!,GI99/841>,..I!@4,J:!

738!87!,.97G8!H,4,-7.1>!1:!GF,H/Q!,:@!8F/!G84/GG!NR479!,HH47D19,8/.I!$!=Z,!87!

24/,8/4!8F,:!(!=Z,Q!74!G84,1:!NR479!./GG!8F,:!$!O!87!974/!8F,:!"#OQ!,8!8F/!-4/,W!

H71:8<!!Y8!1G!:78!/,G1.I!,HH,4/:8!JFI!8F1G!J73.@!-/!8F/!>,G/<!Z/4F,HG!8F/G/!.,42/!

@1RR/4/:>/G!,4/!@3/!,!B,41,817:!7R!R1-/4TR1-/4!1:8/4,>817:!74!/:8,:2./9/:8!-/8J//:!

G,9H./G!>,3G/@!R479!8F/!GH1::1:2!>7:@1817:G<!!+F1G!/DH.,:,817:!J73.@!,..7J!R74!

8F/G/!.,42/!4,:2/GP!I/8!G81..!-/!>7:G1G8/:8!J18F!24,@3,.!-4/,WG!4/G3.81:2!R479!8F/!

-4/,W1:2!7R!1:@1B1@3,.!R1-/4G!4,8F/4!8F,:!8F/!9,8!,G!7:/!>7F/4/:>/!H1/>/<!!!

!

!"#$%&'49)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'7"0%10&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'()(R'UZ)ZV'13&0,7&)J10&%'5,%'

49':"7$0&-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! g:.1W/!3:84/,8/@!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/P!8F/!91.@/G8!84/,89/:8!7R!>/..3.7G/!

:184,8/P!"A"5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!#;!91:38/GP!I1/.@G!>.7G/.I!>.3G8/4/@!

4/G3.8G!-78F!J18F!,:@!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!N01234/!#;Q<!!S:>/!,2,1:P!8F/!-4/,WG!,4/!

>7:G1G8/:8!J18F!8F/!H.,G81>!4/217:!7R!8F/!>34B/<!!!Y:!,@@1817:P!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!

R74!-78F!24,HFG!R749G!>.3G8/4GP!,-738!$<'!=Z,!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:!R74!G,9H./G!>38!

J18F!8F/!24,1:!,:@!,-738!#<'!=Z,!H/4!H/4>/:8!G84,1:!R74!G,9H./G!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!

24,1:<!!+F1G!@,8,!G322/G8G!,!G.12F8!H4/G/:>/!7R!,:1G7847H1>!-4/,W!-/F,B174f!8F/!

G84/:28F!7R!8F/!9,8G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!9,I!-/!4/.1,:8!G.12F8.I!974/!7:!8F/!

G84/:28F!7R!8F/!1:@1B1@3,.!R1-/4G!JF/4/,G!8F,8!7R!8F/!9,8G!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:!



! $$!

9,I!-/!4/.1,:8!7:!8F/!J/,W/4!1:8/4,>817:G!-/8J//:!8F/!R1-/4G<!!+F1G!J73.@!

,>>73:8!R74!8F/!F12F/4!I73:2bG!97@3.3GP!F12F/4!G84/GG!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8GP!,:@!

.7J/4!G84,1:!H/4>/:8,2/!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8G<!

!

!"#$%&'4()'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'7"0%10&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'()(R'UZ)ZV'13&0,7&)J10&%'5,%'

4F'E,$%-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! ?G!84/,89/:8!819/!1G!1:>4/,G/@!R479!#;!91:38/G!87!#&!F734G!R74!"A"5!NBABQ!

,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!N01234/!#"QP!,!:/J!8IH/!7R!-4/,W!8IH/!-/21:G!87!/9/42/!J18F!

>/..3.7G/!:184,8/A!8F/!GF,4H!-4/,W<!!?.8F732F!7:.I!H4/G/:8!1:!7:/!G,9H./!NG,9H./!

'P!,2,1:G8!24,1:QP!8F1G!GF7JG!,!9,4W/@!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!9,8G!,:@!8F/!

J,I!8F,8!8F/!R1-/4G!,4/!-/21::1:2!87!1:8/4,>8<!!UF1./!9,1:8,1:1:2!18G!@3>81.18I!,G!,!

JF7./P!,HH,4/:8!-I!8F/!-4/,W!1:!8F/!H.,G81>!4/217:!7:>/!,2,1:P!8F1G!G,9H./!,.G7!

/DF1-18G!>F,4,>8/41G81>G!7R!1:>4/,G/@!>7F/4/:>/P!,HH,4/:8!-I!8F/!GF,4H!4,8F/4!

8F,:!24,@3,.!.7GG!1:!G84/:28F!JF1>F!J,G!H4/B173G.I!J18:/GG/@<!!Y:!,@@1817:P!8J7!

G,9H./G!>38!J18F!8F/!24,1:!NG,9H./!$!,:@!G,9H./!'QP!,4/!,.G7!-/21::1:2!87!GF7J!

G12:G!7R!G/91TGF,4H!-4/,WG<!!!!
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!"#$%&'44)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'7"0%10&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'()R'UZ)ZV'13&0,7&)J10&%'5,%'

49':"7$0&-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! Y:>4/,G1:2!8F/!>7:>/:84,817:!,:@!@/>4/,G1:2!8F/!819/!H47@3>/G!,!G191.,4!

4/G3.8!87!8F/!.7J/4!>7:>/:84,817:!,8!,!F12F/4!819/<!!?R8/4!84/,89/:8!7R!"A5!NBABQ!

,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!#;!91:38/GP!8F/!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!,2,1:!/DF1-18G!,!91D834/!7R!

-4/,W!8IH/G!4,:21:2!R479!24,@3,.!NR74!/D,9H./!G,9H./!&P!J18F!24,1:Q!87!G/91T

GF,4H!NR74!/D,9H./!G,9H./!"P!,2,1:G8!24,1:Q<!!!+F1G!7:>/!,2,1:!G322/G8G!,:!

1:>4/,G/!1:!R1-/4!-7:@1:2!1:!G79/!G,9H./G!JF1>F!F,@!:78!-//:!H4/G/:8!-/R74/!

84/,89/:8!74!1:!8F/!91.@/G8!84/,89/:8<!!Y8!1G!,.G7!1:8/4/G81:2!87!:78/!8F,8!8F1G!

84/,89/:8!,.G7!1:>.3@/G!8F/!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!G,9H./!J18F!8F/!.7J/G8!G84/GG!,:@!

G84,1:!B,.3/G!8/G8/@!8F3G!R,4!NG,9H./!$P!J18F!24,1:Q<!!K1:>/!8F1G!G,9H./!/DF1-18G!,!

G/91TGF,4H!-4/,WP!8F1G!@,8,!G322/G8G!8F,8!1:>4/,G1:2!8F/!>7F/G17:!7R!8F/!9,8G!9,I!

:78!:/>/GG,41.I!1:>4/,G/!8F/!7B/4,..!G84/:28F!7R!8F/!9,8G<!!Y:G8/,@P!8F1G!1:>4/,G/@!

R1-/4TR1-/4!-7:@1:2!9,I!9/4/.I!>F,:2/!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,W<!
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!"#$%&'4D)'T%1<E-',5'0&7-"+&'8101',5'3&++$+,-&'7"0%10&'150&%'0%&10:&70'J"0E'()R'UZ)ZV'13&0,7&)J10&%'5,%'

4F'E,$%-'J"0E'#%1"7'U1V'178'1#1"7-0'#%1"7'U6V='

! 01:,..IP!J18F!8F/!F,4GF/G8!84/,89/:8!8/G8/@P!"A5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!

#&!F734GP!I/8!,:78F/4!-4/,W!8IH/!/9/42/GA!8F/!843.I!GF,4H!-4/,W!N01234/!#$Q<!!

+F1G!8IH/!7R!-4/,W!1G!H4/G/:8!-78F!1:!8F/!/.,G81>!4/217:!NG,9H./G!#!,:@!$P!J18F!

24,1:P!,:@!G,9H./!'P!,2,1:G8!24,1:Q!,:@!H.,G81>!4/217:!NG,9H./G!"P!#P!,:@!&P!,2,1:G8!

24,1:Q!7R!8F/!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/P!GF7J1:2!8F,8!8F/!9,8G!,4/!:7J!H4/G/:81:2!

-78F!-4188./!,:@!@3>81./!>F,4,>8/41G81>G<!!Y:!,@@1817:P!G/91TGF,4H!-4/,WG!,4/!,.G7!

H4/G/:8!1:!8F/!4/9,1:1:2!G,9H./GP!,!HF/:79/:,!JF1>F!F,@!:78!-//:!H4/G/:8!,R8/4!

H4/B173G!84/,89/:8G<!!+F1G!@4,G81>!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,WG!,R8/4!8F/!

G847:2/G8!84/,89/:8!J18F!,>/87:/!H4/G/:8G!>79H/..1:2!/B1@/:>/!8F,8!1:@//@!

,@@1817:,.!-7:@1:2!-/8J//:!8F/!R1-/4G!F,G!8,W/:!H.,>/P!8F3G!>,G1:2!8F/!9,8G!87!

-4/,W!,G!7:/!>7F/4/:8!H1/>/!4,8F/4!8F,:!,!.77G/!-3:@./!7R!R1-/4G<!

!
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Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 For this study, FTIR spectra (01234/!#&) were taken to both confirm the 

chemical structure of each starting material and also to illuminate any changes in the 

structure of the cellulose acetate after treatment with nitric acid.  In this study, two 

peaks were used to confirm and study changes in the presence of substituted functional 

groups on the cellulose: 1738 cm
-1

 was examined to determine the presence of acetate 

and 1639 cm
-1

 was examined to determine the presence of nitrate.  As would be 

expected, the spectrum of cellulose nitrate exhibits a strong peak at 1639 cm
-1

 to 

correspond to a high substitution of nitrate and nearly no peak at 1738 cm
-1 

to 

correspond to nearly no presence of acetate.  Conversely, both the treated and 

untreated spectra of cellulose acetate exhibit a weak peak at 1639 cm
-1

 corresponding 

to a low presence of nitrate and a strong peak at 1738 cm
-1 

to correspond to a high 

presence of acetate.  This is to be expected, even after nitration, because the mild 

nitration conditions should have only caused substitution on the surface of the fibers, 

leaving the majority of the acetate fully intact.    

To further support the supposition that nitration was indeed present on the 

surface of the fiber, increasing the overall nitration only slightly, the peak heights of 

the acetate peak relative to the nitrate peak were examined (01234/!#').  This is not a 

direct measure of the degree of substitution for each functional group, because the 

heights of the peaks to not increase in the same way among different functional 

groups.  However, this does show a statistically significant increase in the height of 

the peak corresponding to the presence of nitrate relative to the peak corresponding to 

the presence of acetate, suggesting that some nitration is in fact occurring in the 

sample. 
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G13E'Z1+$&'J1-'8&0&%:"7&8'6A'01S"7#'0E&'%&+10"Z&'<&1S'E&"#E0',5'0E&'13&010&'<&1S'10'(LDR'3:.('178'
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X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

 In addition to FTIR, which gives insights into the chemical structure of the 

bulk material, XPS was also performed to determine elemental composition at the 

surface (01234/!#(, +,-./!&).  As with FTIR, which suggested a significant presence 

of nitrogen in the untreated cellulose nitrate, XPS showed an approximately 10.1% 

presence of nitrogen at the surface.  Conversely, XPS found no nitrogen at the surface 

of both treated and untreated cellulose acetate.  In this case, surface concentrations of 

oxygen and carbon did show a change before and after treatment, suggesting that a 

chemical reaction did occur; this reaction, however, does not appear to be nitration. 

!

!
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:,-0'3+,-&+A'0,'8&0&%:"7&'0E&'<&%3&70',5'U(V',;A#&7X'U4V'7"0%,#&7X'178'UDV'31%6,7'10'0E&'-$%513&'1%&'

HN4'&^X'F9D'&^X'178'4N4'&^'%&-<&30"Z&+A='

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

 Cellulose Acetate 

 Even without treatment, there is little to distinguish the images of the nanofiber 

mats made of cellulose acetate as being with or against the spinning grain, suggesting 

that the material is largely isotropic.    In the low magnification image (01234/!#)), the 

samples subjected to no treatment and cut both with and against the grain exhibit 

fibers with relatively random orientation connected in a random, web-like network.  

At many intersections of fibers, clear connections between fibers can be seen.  This is 
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also clearly visible on the high magnification images (01234/!#*).   When examining 

the breaks of individual fibers in these images, jagged breaks perpendicular to the 

length of the fiber are present.  In addition, fibrillation of the larger fibers into smaller 

fibers (center of lower image) is also present. 

 After even the mildest treatment, changes in the interactions of the fibers can 

already be seen.  Upon examining the low magnification images of samples after 20 

minute treatment with 0.9M nitric acid (01234/!#5), amorphous patches of polymer 

are present in the top image, likely formed by clusters of fibers which have melted 

together during the nitration process.  These patches may work to bind together the 

remaining fibers more strongly than the original connections at fiber-fiber 

intersections, which were present without treatment.  As with no treatment, the high 

magnification images (01234/!$;) show the same jagged breaks of the fibers within 

the networks. 

 As the length in time for treatment increases from 20 minutes to 24 hours for 

0.9M nitric acid, so increases the change in the morphology of the mat.  In the low 

magnification images (01234/!$"), the degree of networking is so great that individual 

fibers cease to exist in places (particularly, the top left corner of the lower image).  

This networking does not seem to largely effect the breakpoints of mat in the zoomed 

in images, however (01234/!$#): jagged breaks are still present. 

 As with the milder treatments, harsher treatment conditions of 20 minutes and 

24 hours with 1.8M nitric acid exhibit amorphous sections of melted-together, 

networked fibers (01234/!$$, 01234/!$').  However, in the case of the longer 

treatment time, the amorphous sections are significantly larger, leaving less of the 

fiber morphology intact.  The zoomed in images of both these treatments (01234/!$&, 

01234/!$() also show jagged breakpoints of the polymer. 
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Cellulose Nitrate!

 Unlike cellulose acetate, which displayed evidence of cohesion between fibers 

even without treatment, the behavior of the cellulose nitrate mats is initially not 

cohesive.  Based on the examination of the images with no treatment (!"#$%&'DM, !"#$%&'

DN), the fibers are initially drawn parallel to the direction of stress before breaking, as 

evident by the orientation of the fibers close to the break point and lack of orientation 

of the fibers further from the break point.  This behavior suggests that, without 

treatment, the strength of the interactions between the fibers is weaker than the fibers 

themselves, causing the fiber-fiber interaction to fail first.   

! K191.,4!-/F,B174!1G!H4/G/:8!,R8/4!8F/!91.@/G8!R1:1GF1:2!84/,89/:8P!/DH7G34/!

87!"A"5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!#;!91:38/G<!!!Y:!8F/!.7J!9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/!

N01234/!$5QP!R1-/4G!>,:!-/!G//:!JF1>F!J/4/!@4,J:!H,4,../.!87!8F/!G84,1:P!,:@!1:!8F/!

F12F!9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8!N01234/!&;QP!/B/4I!R1-/4!1G!741/:8/@!1:!

8F1G!G,9/!@14/>817:<!!!

?G!8F1G!84/,89/:8!819/!1G!1:>4/,G/@!87!#&!F734GP!F7J/B/4P!,!:/J!

HF/:79/:,!-/21:G!87!/9/42/<!!!Y:!8F/!.7J!9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/G!N01234/!&"QP!

,974HF73G!G/>817:G!7R!H7.I9/4!-/21:!87!,HH/,4!@1GH/4G/@!,97:2!8F/!R1-/4!

G/>817:G<!!!C7J/B/4P!8F/!741/:8,817:!7R!8F/!R1-/4G!,8!8F/!F12F!9,2:1R1>,817:!

-4/,WH71:8!N01234/!&#Q!G81..!/DF1-18G!8F/!G,9/!-/F,B174!,G!-/R74/P!J18F!8F/!R1-/4G!

741/:81:2!H,4,../.!87!8F/!G84,1:!@14/>817:<!!?!G191.,4!HF/:79/:,!1G!,.G7!G//:!-78F!

8F/!.7J!9,2:1R1>,817:!N01234/!&$Q!,:@!F12F!9,2:1R1>,817:!N01234/!&&Q!19,2/G!7R!

>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!9,8G!84/,8/@!R74!#;!91:38/G!1:!"A5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4<!!Y:!

-78F!84/,89/:8!>,G/GP!,!G.12F8!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!1:8/4,>817:!7R!8F/!R1-/4G!>,:!-/!G//:!

3:@/4!.7J!9,2:1R1>,817:P!-38!8F1G!>F,:2/!1G!:78!G847:2!/:732F!87!GF7J!,!

G12:1R1>,:8!@1RR/4/:>/G!7R!8F/!R1-/4G!c779/@!1:!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8<!
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678!G34H41G1:2.IP!8F/!G847:2/G8!84/,89/:8!7R!"A5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!

#&!F734G!H47@3>/@!8F/!97G8!@4,9,81>!4/G3.8G<!!?.8F732F!8F/!738.1:/!7R!R1-/4G!1G!

G81..!B1G1-./!1:!8F/!.7J!9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/G!N01234/!&'QP!8F/!1:8/4,>817:G!-/8J//:!

8F/G/!R1-/4G!1G!@4,G81>,..I!@1RR/4/:8<!!K/>817:G!1:!8F/!87H!412F8!7R!8F/!87H!19,2/!

GF7J!,974HF73G!41--7:G!7R!8F/!9,8!8F,8!F,B/!>./,4.I!R3G/@!872/8F/4P!,:@!J/..!,G!

8F/!R749,87:!7R!h>4,8/4Gi!74!>14>3.,4!F7./G!7:!8F/!9,8G!G34R,>/P!,!G12:!8F,8!8F1G!

84/,89/:8!7H817:!1G!-/21::1:2!87!4/,>F!8F/!.1918!JF/4/!G79/!@,9,2/!7>>34G<!!

gH7:!/D,91:,817:!7R!8F/!F12F!9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/G!N01234/!&(QP!8F/!R1-/4G!,4/!

>./,4.I!:78!@4,J:!1:!8F/!@14/>817:!7R!G84,1:P!,G!-/R74/P!-38!-47W/:!,G!,!>7F/G1B/!

H1/>/<!!!
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Pore Size Measurement 

 Cellulose Acetate 

Just as with increased cohesion, cellulose acetate appears to show a significant 

decrease in pore size as treatments become longer and harsher (01234/!&)).  After 

even the mildest treatment, a significant decrease in average pore size can be seen 

when compared to the untreated sample cut with the spin grain.  In addition, each 

sample cut against the spin grain appears to have a slightly smaller pore size than its 

counterpart cut with the spin grain but treated under the same conditions.   
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 Cellulose Nitrate 

 Unlike cellulose acetate, the samples made of cellulose nitrate do not seem to 

show a significant change in average pore size before and after treatments, with the 

exception of the harshest treated sample cut with the spin grain (01234/!&*).  In 

general, the average pore size was slightly above twenty square microns. 
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CHAPTER 4!

Conclusions 

Cellulose Acetate 

Y:181,..IP!18!J,G!FIH78F/G1c/@!8F,8!N"Q!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!>73.@!>7:G1G8/:8.I!

-/!9,@/!1:87!3:1R749!G7.3817:GP!N#Q!8F/G/!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!G7.3817:G!>73.@!-/!

/./>847GH3:!1:87!:,:7R1-/4GP!3.819,8/.I!R7491:2!:7:J7B/:!9,8GP!,:@!8F,8!N$Q!8F/!

9/>F,:1>,.P!>F/91>,.P!,:@!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/G/!9,8G!>73.@!-/!

9,:1H3.,8/@!8F4732F!>7:847../@!:184,817:<!!+F4732F!8F1G!H47[/>8P!8F/G/!

FIH78F/G/G!J/4/!G3HH748/@<!!!

M/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!J,G!>7:G1G8/:8.I!9,@/!1:87!")!J8O!G7.3817:G!-I!-/1:2!

@1GG7.B/@!1:!,:!*'A"'!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!G7.B/:8!GIG8/9<!!+F/G/!G7.3817:G!

J/4/!/./>847GH3:!-78F!7:!.,42/!,:@!G9,..!G>,./!87!H47@3>/!:7:J7B/:!R1-/4!9,8GP!

JF1>F!J/4/!3.819,8/.I!G3-[/>8/@!87!B,4173G!>7:>/:84,817:G!7R!:1841>!,>1@!R74!

B,4173G!,973:8G!7R!819/!,G!,!R1:1GF1:2!84/,89/:8<!!MF,:2/G!1:!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.P!

>F/91>,.P!,:@!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/G/!9,8G!J/4/!8F/:!7-G/4B/@<!

MF,:2/G!1:!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.!H47H/481/G!J/4/!9/,G34/@!8F4732F!8/:G1./!

8/G8G<!!\341:2!,..!84/,89/:8!7H817:GP!8F/!,B/4,2/@!8/:G1./!H47H/481/G!G3>F!,G!8F/!

I73:2bG!97@3.3GP!/D8/:G17:!87!-4/,WP!,:@!R74>/!,8!-4/,W!@1@!:78!H47@3>/!,!.,42/!

>F,:2/!N01234/!*!8F4732F!01234/!";Q<!!+F1G!G322/G8G!8F,8!8F/!84/,89/:8G!@1@!:78!

H47@3>/!,!.,42/!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!7B/4,..!974HF7.72I!7R!8F/!G,9H./GP!,:@!97G8!

19H748,:8.I!@1@!:78!@/>4/,G/!8F/!G,9H./G!74121:,.!G84/:28F!74!/.,G81>18I<!!Y:!

,@@1817:P!8F/G/!H47H/481/G!@1@!:78!G//9!87!7B/4JF/.91:2.I!R,B74!/18F/4!@14/>817:!

1:!JF1>F!8F/!G,9H./!J,G!>38!NJ18F!74!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:QP!G322/G81:2!8F,8!8F/!

9,8/41,.!1G!1G7847H1>!1:!8F/!>,G/!7R!18G!G84/:28F!,:@!/.,G81>18I<!!!gH7:!/D,91:1:2!8F/!
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G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/GP!F7J/B/4P!,!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,WG!J,G!

7-G/4B/@P!>,3G1:2!8F/!-4/,WG!87!-/!GF,4H!1:!,..!>,G/G!J18F738!84/,89/:8!N01234/!

""Q!87!G/91TGF,4H!J18F!8F/!F,4GF/G8!84/,89/:8!N01234/!"'Q<!!

MF,:2/G!1:!8F/!>F/91>,.!,:@!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!

9,8G!J/4/!7-G/4B/@!8F4732F!0+YdP!eZKP!,:@!KL=P!4/GH/>81B/.I<!!\341:2!0+YdP!,!

.,42/!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!F/12F8G!7R!8F/!H/,WG!,8!")$*!,:@!"($5!>9T"P!JF1>F!>744/GH7:@!

87!,>/8,8/!,:@!:184,8/!2473HG!4/GH/>81B/.IP!>73.@!:78!-/!4/,@1.I!G//:!1:!8F/!R3..!

0+Yd!GH/>84,!N01234/!#&Q<!!0348F/4!,:,.IG1G!7R!8F/G/!H/,WG!G322/G8/@!,:!1:>4/,G/!

1:!8F/!:184,817:!JF1>F!J73.@!-/!>7:G1G8/:8!J18F!:184,817:!,8!8F/!G34R,>/!7R!8F/!

R1-/4!7:.I!N01234/!#'Q<!!C7J/B/4P!3H7:!/./9/:8,.!,:,.IG1G!7R!8F/!G34R,>/!3G1:2!

eZKP!:7!:18472/:!J,G!H4/G/:8!,.8F732F!,!>F/91>,.!4/,>817:!G//9/@!87!F,B/!

7>>344/@!N+,-./!&Q<!!gH7:!/D,91:,817:!7R!8F/!KL=!19,2/GP!,974HF73G!4/217:G!

-/2,:!87!,HH/,4!1:!8F/!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!9,8G!,R8/4!/,>F!84/,89/:8P!J18F!8F/!97G8!

@4,G81>!7R!8F/G/!-/1:2!B1G1-./!1:!8F/!F,4GF/G8!84/,89/:8!N01234/!#)!87!01234/!$(Q<!!

Y:!,@@1817:P!8F/!H74/!G1c/!,HH/,4/@!87!@/>4/,G/!,R8/4!84/,89/:8!N01234/!&)Q<!!+F1G!

G322/G8G!,!G.12F8!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!974HF7.72I!7R!8F/!R1-/4!9,8G<!

 

Cellulose Nitrate  

K191.,4!87!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/P!18!J,G!FIH78F/G1c/@!8F,8!N"Q!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!

>73.@!>7:G1G8/:8.I!-/!9,@/!1:87!3:1R749!G7.3817:GP!N#Q!8F/G/!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!

G7.3817:G!>73.@!-/!/./>847GH3:!1:87!:,:7R1-/4GP!3.819,8/.I!R7491:2!:7:J7B/:!

9,8GP!,:@!8F,8!N$Q!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.!,:@!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/G/!9,8G!>73.@!-/!

9,:1H3.,8/@!8F4732F!>7:847../@!:184,817:<!!X,G/@!7:!8F/!@,8,!7-8,1:/@P!8F/G/!

FIH78F/G/G!J/4/!G3HH748/@<!!!
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M/..3.7G/!:184,8/!J,G!>7:G1G8/:8.I!9,@/!1:87!"#!J8O!G7.3817:G!-I!-/1:2!

@1GG7.B/@!1:!H34/!,>/87:/<!!+F/G/!G7.3817:G!J/4/!/./>847GH3:!-78F!7:!.,42/!,:@!

G9,..!G>,./!87!H47@3>/!:7:J7B/:!R1-/4!9,8GP!JF1>F!J/4/!3.819,8/.I!G3-[/>8/@!87!

B,4173G!>7:>/:84,817:G!7R!,>/87:/!1:!J,8/4!R74!B,4173G!,973:8G!7R!819/!,G!,!

R1:1GF1:2!84/,89/:8<!!MF,:2/G!1:!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.!,:@!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/G/!

9,8G!J/4/!8F/:!7-G/4B/@<!

MF,:2/G!1:!8F/!9/>F,:1>,.!H47H/481/G!J/4/!9/,G34/@!8F4732F!8/:G1./!

8/G8G<!!\341:2!,..!84/,89/:8!7H817:GP!8F/!,B/4,2/!/D8/:G17:!87!-4/,WP!,:@!R74>/!,8!

-4/,W!@1@!:78!H47@3>/!,!G8,81G81>,..I!G12:1R1>,:8!>F,:2/!N01234/!")P!01234/!"*Q<!!

+F1G!G322/G8G!8F,8!8F/!84/,89/:8G!@1@!:78!H47@3>/!,!.,42/!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!7B/4,..!

974HF7.72I!7R!8F/!G,9H./GP!,:@!97G8!19H748,:8.I!@1@!:78!@/>4/,G/!8F/!G,9H./G!

74121:,.!G84/:28F!74!/.,G81>18I<!!?G!J18F!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/P!8F/G/!H47H/481/G!@1@!:78!

G//9!87!7B/4JF/.91:2.I!R,B74!/18F/4!@14/>817:!1:!JF1>F!8F/!G,9H./!J,G!>38!NJ18F!

74!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:QP!G322/G81:2!8F,8!8F/!9,8/41,.!1G!1G7847H1>!1:!8F/!>,G/!7R!18G!

G84/:28F!,:@!/.,G81>18I!/B/:!,R8/4!,..!84/,89/:8G<!!!!

Y:841231:2.IP!F7J/B/4P!,!@1RR/4/:8!4/G3.8!1G!H4/G/:8!JF/:!/D,91:1:2!8F/!

a73:2bG!97@3.3G!N01234/!"(Q<!!074!8F1G!H47H/48IP!8F/4/!G//9G!87!-/!,!G8,81G81>,..I!

G12:1R1>,:8!1:>4/,G/!1:!8F/!I73:2bG!97@3.3G!-/8J//:!8F/!:7!84/,89/:8!7H817:!,:@!

8F/!F,4GF/G8!84/,89/:8!7H817:!JF/:!,:,.Ic1:2!G,9H./G!>38!,2,1:G8!8F/!24,1:<!!

+F1G!>F,:2/!1G!.1W/.I!@3/!87!,:!1:>4/,G/!7R!-7:@1:2!-/8J//:!8F/!G34R,>/!7R!8F/!

R1-/4G!J18F1:!8F/!9,8<!!+F1G!1:>4/,G/@!-7:@1:2!J74WG!87!9,1:8,1:!,:I!,:1G7847H1>!

741/:8,817:P!JF1>F!9,I!F,B/!-//:!H4/G/:8!@341:2!8F/!GH1::1:2!H47>/GGP!-I!

H4/B/:81:2!8F/!R1-/4G!R479!-/1:2!@4,J:!H,4,../.!@14/>8.I!-/R74/!-4/,W1:2<!!!!

gH7:!/D,91:1:2!8F/!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/G!N01234/!"5!8F4732F!01234/!#$QP!

,:!1:>4/,G/!1:!>7F/G1B/:/GG!,R8/4!84/,89/:8!J,G!,.G7!7-G/4B/@<!!?G!84/,89/:8G!
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-/>,9/!.7:2/4!,:@!F,4GF/4P!8F/!GF,H/!7R!8F/!>34B/!/B7.B/@!R479!HG/3@7T

H,4,-7.1>!J18F!24,@3,.!-4/,WH71:8G!1:!8F/!H.,G81>!4/217:!N01234/!"5,P!G,9H./G!&!

,:@!'Q!87!,.97G8!.1:/,4!J18F!GF,4H!-4/,WH71:8G!1:!8F/!/.,G81>!4/217:!N01234/!#$,P!

G,9H./!#Q<!!+F1G!>F,:2/!1G!>7:G1G8/:8!J18F!8F/!>F,:2/!1:!8F/!9,8/41,.!R479!

@1G>7::/>8/@!R1-/4G!87!7:/P!R3..I!>7::/>8/@!H1/>/<!!!

S-G/4B,817:G!7R!>F,:2/G!1:!8F/!HFIG1>,.!H47H/481/G!7R!8F/!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!

9,8G!J/4/!,.G7!>7:R149/@!8F4732F!KL=!N01234/!$)!8F4732F!01234/!&(Q<!!!?:,.IG1G!

7R!8F/!,B/4,2/!H74/!G1c/!@1@!:78!GF7J!,!G12:1R1>,:8!@1RR/4/:8!1:!H74/!G1c/!-/R74/!

,:@!,R8/4!84/,89/:8!N01234/!&*Q<!!C7J/B/4P!/D,91:,817:!7R!-78F!.7J!,:@!F12F!

9,2:1R1>,817:!19,2/G!,8!8F/!-4/,WH71:8G!GF7J/@!,!G8,4W!>F,:2/!-/8J//:!8F/!

H47H/481/G!7R!8F/!9,8G!-/R74/!,:@!,R8/4!84/,89/:8<!!Y:!8F/!19,2/G!7R!8F/!G,9H./G!

-/R74/!84/,89/:8P!8F/!G,9H./G!,HH/,4/@!87!F,B/!@4,J:!8F/!R1-/4G!H,4,../.!87!

/,>F78F/4!-/R74/!-4/,W1:2!N01234/!$)P!01234/!$*Q<!!+F1G!G322/G8G!8F,8!8F/!G84/:28F!

7R!8F/!/:8,:2./9/:8!-/8J//:!8F/!R1-/4G!J,G!:78!,G!G847:2!,G!8F/!R1-/4G!

8F/9G/.B/GP!>,3G1:2!8F/9!87!4/741/:8!-/R74/!-4/,W1:2<!!Y:!>7:84,G8P!,R8/4!

84/,89/:8!J18F!"A5!NBABQ!,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!R74!#&!F734GP!8F/!F,4GF/G8!84/,89/:8!

7H817:P!,!>79H./8/.I!@1RR/4/:8!-4/,W!-/F,B174!1G!7-G/4B/@!N01234/!&'P!01234/!&(Q<!!

d,8F/4!8F,:!4/741/:8P!8F/!R1-/4G!,4/!G847:2.I!.7>W/@!1:87!,!93.81TR1-/4!J/-<!!

+F/4/R74/P!4,8F/4!8F,:!4/741/:81:2!,:@!-4/,W1:2!,!R1-/4!,8!,!819/!.1W/!8F/!

3:84/,8/@!R1-/4GP!8F/G/!84/,8/@!R1-/4G!-4/,W!GF,4H.I!,G!7:/!>7F/G1B/!H1/>/<!

!"#$%&&''

! g.819,8/.IP!-78F!,HH47,>F/G!H47@3>/@!:,:7R1-/4!9,8G<!!C7J/B/4P!7:.I!

>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!3.819,8/.I!F,@!:184,8/!2473HG!H4/G/:8!,8!8F/!R1-/4!G34R,>/<!!

M/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!,:@!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!H4/G/:8/@!>79H,4,-./!8/:G1./!H47H/481/G<!!

X78F!9,8/41,.G!/DF1-18/@!4/G3.8G!7:!8F/!G,9/!74@/4!7R!9,2:183@/!R74!8F/!a73:2bG!
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97@3.3GP!/D8/:G17:!,8!-4/,WP!,:@!R74>/!87!-4/,W<!!+F/!,B/4,2/!B,.3/G!7R!8F/!

I73:2bG!97@3.3G!R74!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!4,:2/@!R479!-/8J//:!"<#!87!$<&!=Z,!H/4!

H/4>/:8!G84,1:!N01234/!*Q!,:@!R74!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/P!-/8J//:!#<*!,:@!&<5!=Z,!H/4!

H/4>/:8!G84,1:!N01234/!"(Q<!!!!K191.,4.IP!8F/!R74>/!87!-4/,W!J,G!-/8J//:!;<;"*!,:@!

;<;$*!W2R74>/!N01234/!";Q!,:@!-/8J//:!;<;$#!,:@!;<;&&!W2R74>/!N01234/!"*Q!R74!

>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!,:@!:184,8/P!4/GH/>81B/.I<!!!+F/G/!>.7G/!4,:2/G!7R!B,.3/G!1:!,..!

>,G/G!G322/G8!8F,8!-78F!9,8/41,.G!J73.@!J18FG8,:@!G191.,4!G84/GG!>7:@1817:GP!,:@!

7:/!J73.@!:78!-/!,:!7B/4JF/.91:2.I!-/88/4!>F71>/!-,G/@!7:!18G!]3,:818,81B/!

8/:G1./!H47H/481/G<!

! X,G/@!7:!8F/!GF,H/!7R!8F/!G84/GG!BG!G84,1:!>34B/GP!:,834/!7R!8F/!-4/,WG!,:@!

KL=!19,2/GP!F7J/B/4P!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!,:@!8F/!97G8!F,4GF.I!84/,8/@!>/..3.7G/!

:184,8/!J73.@!F,B/!G8,4W.I!@1RR/4/:8!1@/,.!,HH.1>,817:G!8F,:!3:84/,8/@!74!91.@.I!

84/,8/@!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/<!!?..!>,G/G!7R!>/..3.7G/!,>/8,8/!N01234/!""!8F4732F!01234/!

"'P!01234/!#)!8F4732F!01234/!&(Q!,:@!8F/!#&!F734!84/,89/:8!J18F!"A5!NBABQ!

,>/87:/!87!J,8/4!7R!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!N01234/!#$P!01234/!&'P!01234/!&(Q!-47W/!,G!

7:/!H1/>/<!!+F1G!9,W/G!8F/G/!9,8/41,.G!1@/,.!R74!,HH.1>,817:G!JF/4/!>7F/G17:!

-/8J//:!R1-/4G!1G!:/>/GG,4IP!G3>F!,G!J18F1:!,!91>47R.31@1>!GIG8/9!JF/4/!

3:,:>F74/@!R1-/4G!>73.@!-/!J,GF/@!,J,I<!!M7:B/4G/.IP!3:84/,8/@!,:@!91.@.I!

84/,8/@!>/..3.7G/!:184,8/!9/9-4,:/G!N01234/!"5!8F4732F!01234/!##P!01234/!#)!

8F4732F!01234/!&&Q!@1@!:78!-4/,W!,G!,!G847:2.I!>7F/G1B/!H1/>/P!9,W1:2!8F/G/!

9,8/41,.G!974/!1@/,..I!G318/@!R74!,HH.1>,817:G!JF/4/!./GG!>7F/G17:!1G!:/>/GG,4I<!!

+/G81:2!8F/G/!9,8/41,.G!1:!8F/G/!,HH.1>,817:G!J73.@!-/!,!B,.3,-./!,B/:3/!R74!

R3834/!J74W<!

!
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